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The stability diagrams in the �perientri distane � eentriity� plane of initial data are built and analyzed for Kepler-38, Kepler-47, and Kepler-64 (PH1). This ompletes a survey of stability of knownup to now irumbinary planetary systems, initiated in Ref. [1℄, where the analysis was performed for Kepler-16, 34, and 35. In the diagrams, the planets appear to be �embedded� in the fratal haosborder; however, I make an attempt to measure the �distane� to the haos border in a physially onsistent way. The obtained distanes are ompared to those given by the widely usednumerial-experimental riterion by Holman and Wiegert [2℄, who employed smooth polynomial approximations to desribe the border. I identify the resonane ells, hosting the planets.IntrodutionThere are more than 80 exoplanets disovered in the binary stellar systems [3℄. Theyonstitute two types: P-type planets, orbiting about the binary baryenter, and S-type planets,orbiting around one of the two stars. In total, 17 exoplanets belong to the type P, 8 of themorbiting around binaries, omposed of main sequene stars (Kepler-16, 34, 35, 38, 47, 64, and413). Welsh et al. [4℄ review all these systems exept Kepler-413. The systems Kepler-16, 34, and35 were onsidered in Ref. [1℄: stability diagrams were onstruted in the plane of initialparameters �perientri distane � eentriity�, whih showed that all three planets are situatedin resonane ells bounded by unstable resonanes. Here we onsider the planetary dynamis inthe systems Kepler-38, 47, and 64. The parameters of the systems are given in Table 1, ompiledon the basis of the data ontained in Refs. [5, 6, 7℄.

Kepler-38 Kepler-47(b) Kepler-64
mA, M⊙ 0.949 1.043 1.14
mB, M⊙ 0.249 0.362 0.28
as½ AU 0.1469 0.0836 0.1622
es 0.1032 0.0234 0.2207
Ts, d 18.795 7.448 20.000Spetral lass (A) G G FSpetral lass (B) M M M
mp, MJ 0.384 0.27 0.53
ap, AU 0.4644 0.2956 0.5644
ep < 0.032 < 0.035 < 0.09
Tp, d 105.595 49.514 137.82Tab. 1 : Parameters of the systems
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LFig. 1 : The di�erential distribution of the Lyapunov timelogarithm for Kepler-47MethodsTo explore the stability problem for the planetary motion, we use two stability riteria,following Ref. [1℄. The �rst one is the �esape-ollision� riterion: the orbit is stable if the distanebetween the planet and one of the stars does not beome less than a star radius or does notexeed 100 AU. The seond riterion is based on the value of the maximum Lyapunovharateristi exponent (maximum LCE).The omputations are performed using the algorithms and odes [8, 9, 10, 11℄. The LCEspetra are obtained for eah point on a grid of the initial data. Di�erential distributions of themaximum LCE are alulated on two di�erent time intervals in order to separate the haoti andregular orbits. This statistial method for separation of regular and haoti orbits was proposed inRefs. [12, 13℄. It onsists of 4 steps: (1) Two di�erential distributions of the maximum LCE areonstruted for the initial data grid using two di�erent integration time intervals. Thus oneobtains two di�erential distributions of the maximum LCE. (2) Eah of these distributions has atleast two peaks. The peak that shifts (moves in the diretion of smaller values), when theintegration time interval is inreased, orresponds to the regular trajetories. (3) The maximumLCE value in the middle between the peaks gives the numerial riterion for separation of regularand haoti trajetories. (4) In further omputations on �ner initial data grids, the obtainedriterion an be used to separate regular and haoti trajetories using relatively small timeintervals of integration. An example of obtaining the riterion value is given in Fig. 1.Chaos borderHolman and Wiegert [2℄ obtained an empirial formula for the ritial semimajor axis(separating the haoti and regular domains) in funtion of the binary mass ratio and the binaryeentriity, for zero eentriity planetary orbits:

acr
as

= (1.60± 0.04) + (5.10± 0.05)es + (−2.22± 0.11)e2
s
+ (4.12± 0.09)µ +

+(−4.27± 0.17)esµ + (−5.09± 0.11)µ2 + (4.61± 0.36)e2
s
µ2,where as and es are the semimajor axis and eentriity of the binary, µ = m2/(m1 +m2), and

m2 < m1 are the masses of the binary omponents.In Table 2, olumns 2 and 3 give the semimajor axes of the binary and planet orbits,respetively. The Holman�Wiegert acr values are given in olumn 4, whereas our numerialestimates a′
cr
(the main border at zero eentriity; it is provided by the stability diagrams) aregiven in olumn 5. Column 6 gives the ratio of these two values. The nearest-to-planet semimajoraxis values a′

ncr
, orresponding to the orbits unstable by the LCE riterion, are given in olumn 7.Column 8 gives the real distane �planet � haos border�.

as, AU ap, AU acr, AU a′cr, AU a′cr/acr a′ncr, AU ap − a′ncr, AUKepler-16b 0.224 0.705 0.646 0.619 0.958 0.667 0.038Kepler-34b 0.229 1.090 0.836 0.755 0.903 1.079 0.011Kepler-35b 0.176 0.603 0.497 0.481 0.968 0.594 0.009Kepler-38b 0.147 0.464 0.389 0.395 1.015 0.444 0.020Kepler-47b 0.084 0.296 0.202 0.178 0.881 0.280 0.016Kepler-64b 0.162 0.564 0.495 0.434 0.877 0.542 0.022Tab. 2 : Chaos border loationDisussionThe omputed stability diagrams for Kepler-38, 47, and 64 are given in Figs. 2 � 7. Thehaoti domains revealed by the maximum LCE riterion are shown in blue, and those revealed bythe �esape-ollision� riterion are shown in green. Red dots are the nominal planet positions. Asone an see, Kepler-38b is situated in the resonane ell between the �teeth� of instabilityorresponding to the resonanes 5/1 and 6/1 between the orbital periods of the planet and binary.The planet orbit lies lose to the half-integer resonane 11/2. The representative value of theLyapunov time in the haos domain is ∼ 1.5 years. Kepler-47b is lose to the half-integerresonane 13/2, situated between the unstable resonanes 6/1 and 7/1, and the Lyapunov time inthe haos domain is ∼ 1 year. Kepler-64b is as well situated in the resonane ell formed by the
6/1 and 7/1 resonanes (this is onsistent with �ndings by Kostov et al. [7℄), and the Lyapunovtime in the haos domain is ∼ 1 year, as in the ase of Kepler-47b. Thus all the irumbinaryplanets are �embedded� in the fratal haos border in the stability diagrams.

Stability diagrams

Fig. 2 : The stability diagram for Kepler-38 Fig. 3 : Zoom of the stability diagram for Kepler-38

Fig. 4 : The stability diagram for Kepler-47 Fig. 5 : Zoom of the stability diagram for Kepler-47

Fig. 6 : The stability diagram for Kepler-64 Fig. 7 : Zoom of the stability diagram for Kepler-64
Conlusions

• The stability diagrams in the �perientri distane � eentriity� plane of the initial datahave been built for Kepler-38, 47, and 64. In these diagrams, the planets turn out to be situatedin resonane ells at the fratal haos border, similar to the planets Kepler-16b, 34b, and 35b,onsidered in Ref. [1℄. Thus all the irumbinary planets are �embedded� in the fratal haosborder in the stability diagrams.
• The semimajor axis ritial values, given by the Holman�Wiegert empirial riterion, maydi�er signi�antly from real ones (diretly obtained from the stability diagrams). The measureddistanes between the planet loations and the nearest unstable resonant �teeth� do not exeed

6% of the planet semimajor axes.
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